
Minutes
Purpose:  To plan the 2010 BCHMR event

Date & Time:  March 25, 2010, 7:45 pm

Location:  ABC Restaurant, Burnaby

Attendance:

Hugh Archer
Robert Barg
Al Donaldson
Bruce Jameson
Tom Johnston
Jim Latham
Keith Robinson
Patrick Stewart
Ian Wood

Regrets:

Leigh Anderson

Prior Minutes:  not applicable

Adjournment:  9:50 pm

Items Under Discussion
Social Events
Race Organization & Vehicle Groups
Invitations & Schedule
Planning & Tasks

Social Events
● There will be a social event on each evening (Thursday, Friday, and Saturday)

○ Thursday:  BBQ in pre-grid area, as per 2009

○ Friday:  “Westwood Reunion BBQ”

○ Saturday:  BCHMR Banquet

● The banquet tent will be located by the SCCBC trailer.

Race Organization & Vehicle Groups
● The term “Exhibition” will no longer be used

● Group 4 will be “All open wheel and sports-racing cars” (only)

Invitations and Schedule
● Various revisions were made to the proposed schedule (revised schedule attached)



● Invitations will state that racing fuel is not available at the track

Planning & Tasks
● We will put more effort into post-event activities this year.

○ event debriefing

○ financial evaluation and financial impact assessment

○ post-event reports and press releases

○ thank yous

● Regalia sales to be co-located with Ian's trailer, as per last year, for logistical support.

Concluding Remarks
What is recorded here is primarily the decisions reached.  However, the following topics of interest 
were also discussed.

● Good progress is being made on the planning tasks, as outlined by Tom.

● The Westwood 50 class may not continue indefinitely, due to the limited number of eligible cars 
and track-time constraints.

● In general, we want to be as inclusive as possible of cars of historical significance, within the 
constraints of safety and track time.  We also want to promote the event as being inclusive.

● There has been inconsistent application of some regulations, notably the 5-minute pre-grid rule 
and the long-sleeve rule.  The rules are fine as-is, but we should work at applying them more 
consistently.

● The sound-level rule is vague.  Tom offered to investigate better wording.

● The preliminary budget was presented and discussed.
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